INDIAN INSTITUTE OF INSURANCE
SURVEYORS AND LOSS ASSESSORS
(Promoted by IRDA, Govt. of India)

Two days technical session on Motor Insurance and Survey at UIIC, LC, Chennai.
Institute is organizing a session at Learning (Training ) Centre, United India Insurance
Company, Chennai between 17th and of 18th June 2017.
Importance is given for the Practical aspects of the claim, Interpreting the policy, Rules
and Regulations of the MV Act, High end cars special features, Repair technology and
painting technology used in their cars, Repair technology & Spares availability for Major
Unit assemblies and finally Case Studies. Discussion on the word used in the policy, i.e
Consequential loss.
Tentative Program is given below:Inauguration
IMT and Add Ons
Motor Trade Policies
Car Segment Premium segment Mercedes Benz
Consequential Loss
Case Studies in Automobile Claims
Statutory provisions governing motor vehicles
Reparability of Sub assemblies - Hyva Jack / Turbo units / PS Pump etc
Valediction
Fees:- – The seminar is “Days scholar” type only. Participants need to organize rooms for
their stay. Since the fresher are in induction training, the Management of the UIIC could
not provide the accommodation. The organizers will help the participants for the rooms
in the near by hotels. A dedicated team is fixed to help the members.
Rs 1500/- is fixed as the participation fees for the two days and what it includes?
1. Fore Noon and Evening Tea and Snacks and Lunch for both days,
2. Course Materials.
On 20.06.2017 - Third day, it is proposed to take factory visit and it is optional. Interested
members can join. The expenses would be shared for the third day visit.
Members who want to register they can do it on line at HO – IIISLA - web site. The
number of participants is limited to 125. This would be purely on “First Come First Served
Basis”. Please share the details of registration to the under given mail id to help you for
the accommodation.
Detailed time table and rules and regulations would be sent separately to all the members
who are enrolling. If anybody is having any queries / case studies, they are asked to send
to the following mail id :- pandiyan.p@gmail.com
Thanking you

Admin Office : #315,Paras Chambers, D.No.3-5-890, HimayatNagar, Hyderabad-500029.

